


Timeless 
Exclusive 
Permanent

Welcome to 
1661 Tanglewood.

59 LUXURY RESIDENCES IN HOUSTON, TEXAS

Patiently held in reserve for 70 years, 
1661 Tanglewood builds upon the founding 
Farrington-Miller family tradition of bold vision. 
Accommodating every comfort of urban high rise 
living, these mansions in the sky offer interiors 
of exceptional character, generous proportions 
and a considered lifestyle. Discover the latest 
landmark in the continuing story of Tanglewood.

A landscaped court featuring lush planters and 
granite pavers welcomes residents through a grand 
gated entrance, leading to the porte cochère.



Gracious ++
Curated
A LUXURY RESIDENTIAL TOWER 
ACCOMMODATING EVERY COMFORT 
OF URBAN LIVING.

The building welcomes residents through 
a grand entrance attended by full-time 
door and lobby staff. Across the expansive 
ground floor, rich amenity spaces set the 
tone. The spaces are defined by marble 
pilasters, bas-reliefs, custom upholstery 
by Rose Tarlow, a bespoke crystal 
chandelier, and a curated mix of rare 
antiques. Impeccable marble, onyx and 
hardwoods extend all the way through 
the elevator lobby. Every detail, every 
finish and every element show thoughtful 
curation for timeless effect.

Impeccable finishes and fixtures extend 
throughout the lobby and rich amenity  
spaces of the ground floor. 



Expansive ++ 
Exclusive
LUXURY AT 1661 TANGLEWOOD BEGINS 
WITH ABUNDANT SPACE. 

The fine proportions of each residential floor plan 
give residents generous expanses of space for 
living, entertaining and collecting. The residences 
exceed the typical high rise, with interior spaces 
that rival Tanglewood or River Oaks homes. 
Uniquely designed floor plans beckon the most 
discerning buyer with lavish scale, including 
soaring ceilings as high as 12½ feet, primary 
suites, indoor/outdoor entertaining, multiple 
fireplaces, wine rooms, butler pantries, opulent 
bathrooms and dressing closets.

Grand 11-to-12½-foot ceilings and broad-terraced 
loggia porches create an airy, spacious scale few 
high rises can match. Lavish details include electric 
fireplaces and nine-inch wood plank flooring.



Exquisite ++ 
Impeccable
THOUGHTFUL CONSIDERATION IS GIVEN TO 
ELEGANT APPOINTMENTS THROUGHOUT 
THE BUILDING. 

Finishes incorporate custom millwork, museum-
quality lighting, wide plank hardwood floors, 
tailored moldings and cabinetry, exquisite 
Waterworks designer fixtures and carpeting  
by Stark. 

Kitchens boast exquisite European-sourced marble 
countertops, La Cornue ranges and impeccable 
craftsmanship. Elegant primary bathrooms offer 
heated floors, rain showers and custom Italian 
vanities. Handcrafted finishes, natural materials, 
and subtle Art Deco references bring a sense of 
history to these gracious contemporary spaces. 
1661 Tanglewood will be an estate in the sky, built 
for those who seek the promise of high rise living 
without the sacrifice of space.



Majestic ++
Breathtaking
THE HEIGHT OF LUXURY OFFERED AT  
1661 TANGLEWOOD CAN BE FOUND ON  
THE TOP FLOORS.

Residents relax and socialize in a 75-foot swimming 
pool with a hydro massage spa on a sweeping top 
floor deck—perfect for taking in panoramic views 
of Houston. Resort seating provides an ample 
mix of shade and Texas sun. The personal fitness 
studio accommodates a breadth of cardio, strength, 
crossfit and yoga activities. 

Residents may reserve the renowned Farrington 
Room for private celebrations, events, or simply  
an evening social. Its 11 separate seating areas, 
catering kitchen and bar are at the ready. All 
within the majestic building crown created by 
40 monumental columns and featuring dramatic 
architectural lighting.

The 75-foot heated pool and hydro message  
spa promise year round relaxation.



The sweeping top floor deck is 
perfect for taking in panoramic 
views of Houston.



Classic ++  
Reverent
GREAT SITES INSPIRE GREAT 
ARCHITECTURE. 
 
1661 Tanglewood stands 34 stories above the 
historic neighborhood of Tanglewood and the 
Uptown District. The well-located site provides 
expansive views of Houston’s green suburban 
forest and proud skyline. Stone and brick eclipse 
glass and steel. Forty Tuscan columns frame 
a distinct colonnade to complement Uptown’s 
modern cityscape. 

1661 Tanglewood offers unimpeded views  
of Uptown and beyond.
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The illustrations, renderings, photos and images are artist’s renderings and are  
representations provided for illustrative purposes only. They are conceptual only.  

Actual amenities, dimensions, specifications, layouts, scenes, materials and views may vary.


